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There’s something about moving water that always draws the eye – especially when it is 
an element in a striking water feature. 

Take your garden to the next level by introducing new colors and textures to add contrast to your  
established garden design. 

The Laguna line of ornaments range in style from traditional to contemporary, add soothing sounds and 
sparkling sights to any garden. They show that a water feature doesn’t need to gush gallons to make a  
powerful statement. 

ORNAMENTAL FOUNTAINS
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1.  PT-1100
This monolithic ornament is an elegant 
replica of granite, but weighs far less. Its 
unique shape will capture the eye as an 
ideal focal point in a garden setting. 

2. Sagada Pot PT-1101
Reminiscent of the ancient 1000  
year-old caves in the remote Philippine  
province of Sagada, this exotic looking  
pot looks and feels like the actual 
stone of the cave walls, but is actually  
lightweight and easy to move.

3. Saqqara Fountain PT-1110
The finish of this fountain is reminiscent 
of the layered limestone structure of one 
of the world’s oldest standing step pyra-
mids, the Saqqara, in the ancient Egyptian 
city of the same name.

4.  PT-1115
With its smooth, clean lines this  
ornament creates the ideal center piece 
for any garden. Adding a whimsical  
dimension to any space it proves that big 
style doesn’t need a lot of room.

5. Japanese Bamboo PT-1091

6.  PT-1093
 

  finished with crack-resistant paint. 
 

  temperature safe. 
 

  adapter to allow easy transitions to  
  different hose sizes.

7.  PT-1020
5” (13 cm) Duckling - 3 pack

 
  hard plastic.
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ORNAMENTAL FOUNTAINS

8. Slate Fountain PT-1117
The sleek lines and warm-earth tones of 
this ornament allow it to blend in with any 
setting. It has the dramatic appearance of 
real slate, but is actually lightweight and 
easy to install.

9. Sand Stone PT-1121
The smooth grooves in this ornament 
allow water to flow through the ripples 
like fingers running through sand. Its 
soft color allows it to blend with any 
surrounding. 

10.  PT-1120
This unique ornament will surely 
grab people’s attention. Its honey-
comb structure introduces a unique 
perspective to the backyard - water 
cascades down the center.  

11. Water Ripple PT-1122
Curvy with a playful twist, the warm, rich 
finish on this ornament is bound to make 
a statement in any setting. Its tall stature 
and elegant curves give an effect that will 
not go unnoticed. 

12. Windmill PT-1123
Watching water flow through the grooves 
of this windmill styled ornament will 
captivate any viewer. Its modern finish 
will introduce an urban element to any 
setting.

 Add a little night-time glamour  
to Laguna ornamental fountains by  
incorporating lighting. 
The Laguna PowerGlo LED Ornament 
Accent Light (PT-1560) and PowerGlo Pond 
Lights (PT-1550, 1561, 1565 and ) are 
ideal for creating an enchanting ambiance 
both in and outdoors.
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 Place the Slate Fountain in our 
Square Water Bowl (PT-1118) for a 
complete water fountain display. 
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TIME REQUIRED

UNDER 1HR

3

6

1 42

5

7

 Place the Foaming Globe in our 
Round Water Bowl (PT-1116) for 
a complete water fountain display. 
This allows the option of adding 
aquatic plants for further appeal.
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16” 
(41 cm)

SELF CONTAINED WATER FEATURE

1.  PT-1116
Hand-finished craftsmanship coupled with  
clean, sculptural dimensions make this 
a classic display piece for any backyard  
or balcony. Add a splash of color by  
incorporating your favorite floating plants.

2  PT-1118
Perfectly sized for homes, entrances,  
offices or stores this ornament is truly 
multi-functional. It provides the perfect 
way to showcase seasonal flora or with a 
few simple additions, can be turned into a 
water garden oasis – complete with fish.

3.  PT-1119
Consumers that have a small space but 
want to make a big impact need to look  
no further than the Deck Pond. Its 
compact, contemporary design lends a 
touch of sophistication to any setting –  
regardless of size. The faux-concrete  
finish generates an urban vibe which  
compliments the natural feel of plants,  
water and fish. 
Pump included  Made in Italy

4. Oriental Boulder  
 PT-1102

Impressive and formidable, this  
oriental water feature is a visual standout.  
The sounds of water trickling from 
the fountain will soothe the soul.  
The addition of pebbles (not included) 
in the concave “seat” of the boulder will 
bring added visual appeal.

5. Patio Pond PT-1124
This self-contained deck pond can be 

creates a water wall which cascades into 
the basin. For a stunning focal point, the 
deck pond has been designed so two or 
more can be pushed together.
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 Web Tip: 
Want to know how to prolong 
your pump’s life? Read our 
online Quick Start Guides.

TIME REQUIRED

UNDER 1HR

Maintenance: 

Pay particular attention to this as the pump will be damaged if it runs dry.

 For a quieter water flow place a beach 
pebble in the top portion of the Deck Pond  
to partially cover the opening.

3

1

2

Attach the flexible hose 
from the top portion of  
the Deck Pond to the  
circulating pump.

Once connected together,  
position the pump in the  
bottom section of the Deck 
Pond. Fill with water and 
secure the top portion into 
position.

Add plants.  Arranging aquatic 
plants is a matter of personal 
taste and style. Laguna offers 
a range of planting bags in 
different shapes and sizes to 
accomodate all pond plants.
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TIME REQUIRED

UNDER 1HR

6.   
PT-1130
This water garden fish bowl can be 

 
exterior will add color and pazaz to  
homes and gardens. Place on the ground 
or elevated on a pedustal or table and 
you will surely turn heads.

7. PT-1131
This classic water garden fish bowl has 
a natural rock finish that will blend into 
any setting. Add a splash of color by 
incorporating your favorite floating 
plants.

SELF CONTAINED WATER FEATURE
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